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From: Travis Horton <travis.horton@canterbury.ac.nz>
To: turnagra@clear.net.nz; Jeff Field jeff.field@canterbury.ac.nz
CC:david.hawke@ara.ac.nz; Rod Carr <rod.carr@canterbury.ac.nz>; Nicola Hansen <nicola@nicolahansen.co.nz>
Subject: RE: Release of an embargoed MSc thesis and unauthorised publication of data from the thesis
Hello all,
I would like to also extend my thanks and gratitude, Jeff, on how quickly you have brought this situation to the
attention of the relevant UC staff. It is an unfortunate but serious matter.
I am confident that there will be learnings from the series of events that transpired and these lessons learned will only
make UC a stronger and better organisation. Review and potential revisions to the UC post-graduate thesis embargo
policy, associated library processes, including the conditions under which an embargoed thesis can or cannot be made
available, and the means through which UC copyright conditions are communicated to external users of UC library
repositories are but a few areas that immediately come to mind.
That said, I would like to reinforce that it is the actions of researchers external to UC that have created the current
situation and to my knowledge no one at UC has deliberately acted in contradiction to the spirit of UC policies nor its
code of conduct.
I am incredibly frustrated by the actions taken (and not taken) by the external researchers who have unequivocally
violated UC's copyright and embargo policies, but I am heartened by the responses from both UC leaders and the
Editor-in-Chief of the journal in which our copyrighted data has been published by others without our permission. I
am confident that some good will come from this most unfortunate series of events.
Best regards,
Travis Horton
Associate Professor
Geological Sciences
University of Canterbury
________________________________________
From: turnagra@clear.net.nz [turnagra@clear.net.nz]
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2016 5:28 PM
To: Jeff Field
Cc: Travis Horton; david.hawke@ara.ac.nz; Rod Carr; Nicola Hansen
Subject: RE: Release of an embargoed MSc thesis and unauthorised publication of data from the thesis
Dear Jeff
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. I shall be out of Christchurch until Thursday, but look forward to
engaging with the Offices on my return.
The Editor-in-Chief of the journal concerned has responded that they are undertaking an investigation into the ethical
matters that the publication had raised.
Regards
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Richard
----- Original Message Follows ----> Dear Richard
>
> I have briefed the VC and DVC Research this morning and escalated the
> matter to the Offices of the DVC Research and Librarian for action and
> direct engagement with you and your colleagues.
>
> Ngâ mihi nui
> Jeff
>
> [cid:image001.jpg@01CAD0C5.6AEEA580]<http://www.canterbury
> .ac.nz/theuni/plans/?s=home>
>
> Jeff Field J.P.
> Assistant Vice-Chancellor
> University Registrar
> University of Canterbury
> Te Whare Wananga o Waitaha
> Private Bag 4800
> Christchurch 8140
> New Zealand
> Phone +64 3 364-2854
> Fax +64 3 364-2856
> jeff.field@canterbury.ac.nz
> http://www.canterbury.ac.nz
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> From: Richard Holdaway [mailto:turnagra@clear.net.nz]
> Sent: Monday, 22 August 2016 12:51 a.m.
> To: Jeff Field <jeff.field@canterbury.ac.nz>
> Cc: Travis Horton <travis.horton@canterbury.ac.nz>;
> david.hawke@ara.ac.nz; Rod Carr <rod.carr@canterbury.ac.nz>; Nicola
> Hansen <nicola@nicolahansen.co.nz> Subject: Release of an embargoed
> MSc thesis and unauthorised publication of data from the thesis
> Importance: High
>
> Dear Mr Field
>
> Further to my telephone call to you this morning (21 August 2016), I
> wish to provide the University with details of two breaches of its
> data security: both are serious, one for its implications for other
> data held in embargoes theses awaiting publication of the data by the
> rightful owners, and the other, even more serious, is the unauthorised
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> publication - “misappropriated” – data
from
> that thesis unacknowledged as to source. I will also be forwarding to
> you my initial email to Library Services and the (indirectly given)
> response to my questions and concerns. I have also attached the
> published paper referred to below. I want to make it clear at the
> start, that the points raised below on the publication of these data
> are not in the way of accusations: the published paper is evidence in
> itself.
>
> The first issue, the release of an embargoed MSc thesis without
> reference to the supervisors, we regard as most unfortunate, but if
> the recipient(s) had then not made use of it as they did, it would
> mainly a concern for the University and its Library policy and
> protocols. These will obviously need amendment or adherence to
> existing protocols demanded, if such already exist. Otherwise such
> breaches may occur again, and with even more sensitive information
> that the student and supervisors believed was safe under embargo.
>
> We regard breaking the embargo, which the supervisors had believed –
> naively as it transpired – would be
absolute,
> as the word itself indicates, the responsibility of the University of
> Canterbury Library. It is most definitely not the former student’s
> responsibility. We would view with dismay any attempt to move the
> blame to the student.
> They, having left university two years before and not being party to
> the protocols, did not appreciate the seriousness of their action.
> Believing, on the basis of the address of the person requesting the
> release, that that person was a student, they agreed. The Library did
> NOT consult ANY of the supervisors at that time, indeed Dr Horton did
> not know about the breach of the embargo until I told him today (21
> August). Dr Hawke and I were made aware of it only on Thursday. The
> student did not know that the person requesting the release was a
> scientist who is part of a virtual laboratory in competition with the
> University of Canterbury team. Again, I emphasise that none of the
> supervisors attaches any blame whatsoever to the former student. In
> our view it is clearly the library processes that allowed an embargoed
> thesis to reach a “hostile”
> laboratory.
>
> It is the second issue, what that laboratory did with the data, and
> did very rapidly, that we think demands a full, rapid, and unequivocal
> response from the University of Canterbury, the form of which we, as
> you requested this morning, suggest below. To not respond promptly and
> decisively to a deliberate and egregious flouting of the most basic
> ethics of the scientific and indeed any academic community would be to
> acquiesce to those practices. The publication of data from the thesis
> in a journal without acknowledgement of its source, as though the data
> had been generated by one or more of the authors, is simply
> misappropriation – theft – of intellectual property of the supervisors
> and, through them, the university itself. The evidence is in the
> publication itself, and, being there, cannot be explained away or
> denied.
>
> The publication of our data cannot not be passed off as an “error” or
> even “an error of judgement”. The
manuscript
> is developed so directly around those key data that it has to have
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> been a deliberate act. It is therefore manifestly a premeditated use
> of another laboratory’s results presented as their own, without
> acknowledgement of source.
> It is apparently an attempt to claim priority for a major new insight
> into New Zealand’s megafauna, and in particular as an attempt to gain
> priority for the revision of their own previously-published views on
> moa ecology, which our data show to have been largely incorrect.
>
> The timing of events makes it clear that this was the intent. The
> thesis was accessed in March 2016; the manuscript was submitted to
> Quaternary Science Reviews
> (QSR) on 10 April 2016, with its core conclusions based on our data.
> It was submitted as an “Opinion” paper, but formatted so clearly as a
> research article that you could be forgiven for believing it to be
> original research. As an opinion piece, it would have received minimal
> refereeing, and rapid publication. That is indeed what
> happened: the paper was published on-line on 16 May 2016, less than
> five weeks after submission. The thesis embargo was not due to expire
> until 31 July 2016. A full research paper may have taken months to
> pass the review and editorial process and the authors were well aware
> of both the expiry date and the possibility – indeed
probability,
> given both that the thesis had been embargoed and that the embargo was
> shortly to be lifted – that we were moving
to
> publish. They obviously would have been aware of the embargo and the
> exp iry date because they had received the thesis only by direct
> application and not by simply downloading the pdf. They cannot deny
> that they knew of the embargo. They were, therefore, perfectly well
> aware that they were in possession of privileged information:
> the very reason for a thesis to be embargoed is the student and their
> supervisors see the information and conclusions as important and
> publishable and they have a right of priority for that publication.
>
> In the paper published in QSR on 16 May, the
“embargoed”
> MSc thesis is cited nine times, but not, crucially, as the source of
> the key data, the stable isotopic values for fossil leaves from the
> Pyramid Valley site in North Canterbury. These measurements are a
> vital anchor point for analyses of the diet of moa. They were made in
> the University of Canterbury stable isotope laboratory by the MSc
> student’s principal supervisor, Associate Professor
Dr
> Travis Horton, on samples prepared by the student from material
> collected by myself and my team in a Marsden Fund supported excavation
> at the site in February 2008. That excavation was undertaken by my
> company Palaecol Research Ltd, under permit from the Queen Elizabeth
> II National Trust, as part of a major Marsden Fund project. No other
> excavation has been permitted in this QE II covenanted site since 1965
> so there is no possibility that the data presented in the paper were
> generated by any of the authors of the paper in question. They were
> collectively Dr Horton ’s, Dr Hawke’s, and my data as well as being
a
> key component of the MSc thesis. The data are significant enough for
> them to be the basis of a manuscript which will be submitted to Nature
> in the near future. Clearly the authors of the paper in QSR had
> similar views of their importance, and now we will have a task to
> convince the Nature editors that our work is original.
>
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> As at the time the thesis work was done, I was a fixed term Professor
> in the School of Biological Sciences, the unauthorised publication of
> the data an issue which I will be informing the Marsden Fund, it
> reinforces the university’s stake in the data, in addition to that
> obviously obtaining on Dr Horton’s position in
Geological
> Sciences.
>
> The authors of the paper in which our data are presented are based
> severally in another New Zealand university, two Crown Research
> Institutes, a major New Zealand museum, and an overseas university. As
> can be seen in the attached pdf copy of the paper, the lead author, Dr
> Nic Rawlence, is in the Allan Wilson Centre in the Department of
> Zoology, University of Otago; Dr Jamie Wood is at Landcare Research
> Ltd, Lincoln; Dr Paul Scofield is at Canterbury Museum; and Dr Karyne
> Rodgers is at GNS Science, Lower Hutt. The overseas author is
> Professor Herve Bocherens, Tubingen University.
>
> How the existence of this thesis came to the attention of these
> individuals is not known. However, it may be relevant that a
> manuscript based on the thesis submitted early this year was reviewed
> by a colleague of Dr Rodgers at GNS Science. That referee recommended
> that the MS be rejected, as it indeed was, but the referee would then
> have known the contents of the thesis. Apart from the referees of that
> paper, no one outside our research group knew of its existence or
> details of its contents. Dr Rodgers appears on the authorship but her
> contribution is not spelled out and as she has no previous record of
> interest in, or publication on, moa biology it is difficult to explain
> her presence except perhaps in assisting interpretation of the
> isotopic data or for other services rendered.
>
> So, we have two issues here, the release of an embargoed thesis by an
> apparent administrative error in the University of Canterbury, and the
> publication of the pirated intellectual property belonging to
> academics of the University of Canterbury and others. I have sent an
> email to the Editor-in-Chief of Quaternary Science Reviews apprising
> him of the unauthorised publication of our data, and how those data
> were sourced. His journal is part of the Elsevier suite, whose
> stringent ethical requirements are freely available for inspection on
> the journal’s web page. I have requested that the paper be withdrawn
> because it was submitted under false pretences, and, contrary to their
> ethical requirements, based on misappropriated data.
> I have also asked him require the authors to publish immediately in
> the journal a full apology, with a statement of where the data were
> acquired. We view these as being only fair and reasonable actions
> under the circumstances. Their publication of our data manifestly
> jeopardises the pub lication of our own data in journals such as
> Nature where with the novelty and general interest of the results we
> had every right to be confident of a successful submission.
>
> As regards the actions the University of Canterbury might take, we
> view the following as the minimum necessary to redress the injury and
> restore confidence in both the University’s data security and ethical
> practice in scientific publication. As you will be aware, the
> misappropriation of data constitutes theft, but we leave the potential
> legal issues raised by the authors’
actions
> aside at present.
>
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> We suggest that direct initial contact with the authors would be
> inappropriate as it would give the individuals independently and as a
> group an opportunity to obfuscate (even though it might not easily be
> done when the paper is there for the world to see), and particularly
> to try and shift blame to the University, or worse, to the student.
> We therefor request that initial contact be made in writing at the
> highest level, to the Registrar or Vice Chancellor at the University
> of Otago, to the Chief Executive Officers of Landcare Research Ltd and
> GNS Science Ltd, and to the Director of Canterbury Museum.
> Professor Bocherens is unlikely to have been privy to the source of
> the information so until it might be proven otherwise, we suggest that
> only the New Zealand organisations be made aware of the actions of
> their employees, in the first instance.
>
> We believe that, at a minimum, each organisation should ensure that
> all copies of the thesis held by their employees are destroyed and
> that that destruction be certified in writing to the University of
> Canterbury, and individually to the supervisors and student. In
> recognition of the five months they have been privy to the information
> in the thesis and their demonstrated misuse of it, they must commit to
> moratorium on further publication of material from the thesis: we
> suggest that at least a year from present; two years would be
> preferable as they will obviously have more publications in hand now
> that they have posed the question in their title, which would not have
> occurred to them if they had not seen the thesis.
>
> The institutions should also be asked to collectively and publicly
> apologise for the actions of their employees.
> Again, if they don’t, it should be made clear that the University of
> Canterbury would see that as condoning the actions or as trying to
> minimise their importance, even though misappropriation of data
> strikes at the very basis of the scientific system.
>
> In addition, and most importantly, we believe that the authors should
> be required to submit a retraction and apology immediately for
> publication in QSR so that it is made clear to the scientific
> community where the data came from and how it was obtained. This of
> course is what I have urged the journal’s Editor-in-Chief to demand in
> my email this morning. I suspect that he might also be considering
> other possible courses of action that we might take, in making a
> decision. In that regard, my being no longer an employee of the
> University or Ara, means I have a freedom of action not available to
> either Dr Horton or Dr Hawke on such matters.
>
> Any further action would be up to the individual institution, but we
> take the view that it would be entirely inappropriate if such blatant
> and deliberate contravention of the most fundamental norms of
> behaviour in the scientific community were to be deemed to be
> acceptable. This would be so even if they were condoned tacitly by no
> further disciplinary action being taken. An accidental breach this was
> not; deliberate appropriation of data is the most basic of offences. I
> am sure that if I had been found guilty of such when I was employed at
> the University of Canterbury, the consequences would have been dire.
>
> Dr Horton supports my writing to you (Dr Hawke is out of contact on
> family business at present), and indeed has made a close examination
> of the published paper and brought aspects of it to my attention.
>
> Speaking on my own behalf, I retain the right of further action if
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> appropriate measures are not taken in response to the unauthorised
> publication of my, and my colleagues data.
>
> I have copied this email to the Vice-Chancellor in my belief that the
> unauthorised publication of the university’s data is a direct attack
> on the
institution’s
> product value and integrity. I have also copied it, for my own
> protection, to my solicitor, Ms Nicki Hansen, with whom I have
> discussed the issues as they stand.
>
> The previous correspondence with the library will be forwarded
> shortly, being my initial approach via Alison Johnston, and a response
> to me sent via Alison (not directly to me).
>
> Thank you for your attention.
>
> Regards,
>
> Richard
>
>
> Dr Richard N Holdaway
>
> Palaecol Research Ltd
> and
> Adjunct Professor, School of Biological Sciences
>
>
>
>
>
>
> This email may be confidential and subject to legal privilege, it may
> not reflect the views of the University of Canterbury, and it is not
> guaranteed to be virus free.
> If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender
> immediately and erase all copies of the message and any attachments.
>
> Please refer to
> http://www.canterbury.ac.nz/emaildisclaimer for more information.
>
> [Attachment: image001.jpg]
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